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The buzz over tearing down Halifax’s ugly Cogswell Street Interchange grew a little louder last week as

various urban renewal plans for replacing the overbuilt gateway to the city’s downtown were discussed at a

public meeting.

We’re certainly as caught up as anyone by the hope Halifax regional council will finally do something with

the concrete eyesore after final engineering and urban design reports are submitted in September.

By something, of course, we don’t mean anything. Whatever’s approved to replace the interchange must, as

Mayor Mike Savage has said, seize a unique opportunity to build a “transformative” development for

Halifax’s heart, its downtown core.

In that spirit of envisioning a better downtown Halifax, we suggest it’s also a perfect time for city council to

revisit trying to find a way to remove the hundreds of container trucks now rumbling through the city’s

downtown daily.

Four years ago, Halifax and the province looked at — though ultimately backed away from — proposals that

would have turned the Halifax rail line terminating at the city’s southend Halterm container terminal into an

expanded transportation corridor.

An associated proposal, to build an inland terminal near Bedford where trucks would pick up containers sent

by rail from Halterm, at an estimated cost of $40 million, also went nowhere.

The main objection to proposals for the rail corridor at that time was cost. Plans that envisaged a two-line

truckway called for land acquisitions, widening the rail cut in places and building a dozen new bridges, at an

estimated cost of $220 million.

We’re not advocating a second look at those pricey plans. Instead, we suggest a minimalist approach.

As it exists now, the rail corridor seems wide enough to put down a single-lane highway, either preferably

beside the rail line or, if necessary, incorporating rails within the road.
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The cost, as we see it, need not be prohibitive. No widening, bridge replacements (beyond what would be

required anyway) or access ramps. Simply a road getting trucks to and from the container terminal while

bypassing Halifax’s downtown streets.

Trains travel infrequently along those tracks. Truck traffic associated with Halterm could be scheduled,

depending on time of day, direction and train schedules, to exit or enter the terminal along that route. A

gating system at either end, with traffic lights, similar to those directing access to the centre lane of the

Macdonald bridge, could control the flow of traffic on the truckway.

As “transformative” ideas go, we think removing close to 300 trucks daily from the downtown — at the same

time the Cogswell Street Interchange is replaced — would change the city core for the better and give trucks

a single-purpose route that would not have the hazards of pedestrians and competing general traffic.

This would be welcomed by those who work and live there, thousands of tourists and truck drivers

themselves.

The rail cut was originally built as a way to get material to and from the terminal. We’re not engineers, but

perhaps there’s a way to make better use of the corridor as it was intended.
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Unbelievable comment.When all other cities and countries in the world are spending,spending,spending to

increase and upgrade rail access......in NS we advocate ripping up the rails.

Build a truck-train interchange terminal outside ,somewhere like Enfield...one train out and one train in per

day.The truckers won't even have to enter the city for their business,which I'm sure would make them happy.

I can't believe some of this antiquated thinking and decision making that comes from people who should know

better.It's like they've been brainwashed into thinking........asphalt good...steelrail bad.....asphalt good....steelrail

bad.Nothing could be more wrong.
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